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10. in the next field, append the uuid. look for the uuid (hexadecimal) and copy it. close out of the bios
settings and in the subsequent reboot, press the f12 key and hold it down during the boot. your pc will

then boot into the install windows menu. select the pen drive again and the installation will begin. 11. the
next step is to leave the pc on and to leave it alone for about 20-30 minutes, after which the installation
will be complete. after the reboot, you should have a windows 11 lite operating system installed to your
pen drive. 12. check your operating system for compatibility. if all goes well, all you need to do is shut

down the pc and eject your pen drive. from the pen drive, you should see a message like the one below.
all that will be left to do is let your pen drive rest for a while. we have followed this guide step by step

and are now ready to use your windows 11 lite pen drive on any of your pcs. what are your thoughts on
this? have you tried out other windows 11 builds ? we would love to hear your thoughts in the comments
below. each and every map in cs: go contains a difficulty setting with no way to skip; that is, you simply
cannot select a lower difficulty in-game and that gives you access to the weapons and equipment you
need to succeed at the particular level. also, all weapons in cs: go are designed to make you the very

best player, so you can only get better after youve played the game a lot and committed to mastering it.
the only alternative to this is to learn the skill trees and earn a character from the start. new players start
their characters with the pistol, then receive a slightly different rifle and finally earn the rifle. players can

also obtain the shotgun but that is actually the weakest of the three, and by the time youre ready to
compete, youll have seen a lot of other players that dont even have them and youll be able to take your

game to new levels.
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